
For BP’s Cherry Point Refinery in Washington, the United

States, effective asset man agement is key to safe, efficient

operations. The facility uses IBM Maximo enterprise asset

management to manage operations effectively,including

business-critical activi ties such as preventive maintenance,

procurement,and inventory management. About two-thirds of an

1,100-strong workforce – including contractors and employees –

use the system. 

 

The version of Maximo used at Cherry Point was out of support,

and BP decided to upgrade the system to restore its supported

status. “This was an important project for BP as, if the software

experienced problems, the software was not supported,” says

Max Rock, Denver. “BP needed a safe, proven pair of hands to

align the system, processes and people and deliver a complete

technical upgrade. This would allow Cherry Point team members

to carry out operations safely, effectively and efficiently.” 

As part of the upgrade, the successful bidder would have to

remove some customi sations that added complexity to the

system. With Cherry Point IT and the business process side had

to be aligned - it was not only a major upgrade, everyone had to

be trained in the new version of Maximo.
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BP selected Denver to complete the technical upgrade quickly and efficiently – with our ability

to align people and processes to technical and business requirements being key to the

decision. Other reasons for BP’s decision included Denver’s successful completion of several

projects for the business; the team’s knowledge and experience with refin eries; its skill and

expertise working with Maximo; its ability to communicate effectively with BP’s in-house team

and third parties; and its ability to deliver a turnkey project with project management, business

analysis, change management and training.

For BP, the Cherry Point project sat within the Downstream One Maximo program, an

architecture strategy that aligned the Maximo instance across its operations. The pro gram

aimed to ensure commonality to streamline Maximo support, enhancements, and upgrades.

 

BP initially proposed to complete an in-place upgrade on existing hardware. However, Denver

proposed instead to deliver the project on new hardware – specifically a new app server. 

“They accepted our reasons for the change, which included

development and execution of a clear backup strategy; risk

mitigation; and the fact the change would allow us to

complete the upgrade in a smaller window, 

which meant a shorter outage.” Says Rock.
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